2017 A NNUA L RE PORT

S OD RAC : 33 YEARS AT THE SE RV ICE OF CREATI O N
The Society for Reproduction Rights of Authors, Composers and Publishers
in Canada (SODRAC) was founded in 1985 by the Société professionnelle
des auteurs et des compositeurs du Québec (SPACQ), the Society for the
Administration of Mechanical Reproduction Rights (SDRM Canada ), a subsidiary
of the Society of Authors, Composers and Music Publishers (SACEM), and the
Performing Rights Corporation of Canada Ltd (SDE).

May 22, 1985: Press Conference announcing the founding of the Society for the Reproduction Rights of Authors, Composers
and Publishers in Canada.
From left to right: Jane Mc Garrigle, singer-songwriter; Zenaïde Lussier, lawyer, first director of SODRAC; Pierre Bertrand,
songwriter; Gilles Vigneault, songwriter; Rehjan Rancourt, publisher, Disques Traffic; Lise Aubut, author; Claude Lafontaine
of the Performing Rights Corporation of Canada Ltd. (SDE); François Cousineau, composer; Jacques Dupont of the Society
of Authors, Composers and Music Publishers (SACEM); Luc Plamondon, author. Photo © SODRAC
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MESSAG E F ROM THE CHAIR

Just a year ago, a new Board of directors was elected. Right from its inception, it had to tackle several important dossiers and carry
on its reflection regarding the future of SODRAC and how to secure the ongoing management of reproduction rights in Quebec
and Canada at a time when the digital realm continues to transmogrify the music industry and have an impact on the remuneration
of creators.
SODRAC also made its voice heard by both levels of government regarding cultural policies and was involved in the activities of
the Coalition for Culture and Media.

Lise Aubut

Chair
SODRAC Board of Directors

“Societies, just as individuals,
cannot grow without facing
challenges.”
					
J.J. Servan Schreiber

Some of the highlights of the past year include the successful negotiation of a beneficial settlement for our members with the
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation/Société Radio-Canada (public broadcaster) regarding the synchronization right, which the
CBC had refused to pay since 2012. Collecting those royalties as well as an out-of-court settlement that established a commercial
radio royalty contributed to making our June 15, 2018 distribution the most important ever paid by SODRAC.
Yet, the rights of all creators in the fields of music and visual arts and crafts are restricted by the obsolete Copyright Act of Canada
whose exceptions are detrimental and entirely unadapted to the digital era. The new media platforms have free reign and give the
lion’s share to the Internet’s behemoths.
Although SODRAC’s resources would have allowed it to carry on, other avenues were explored. The idea of unifying the realm of
rights management is far from new, but it had heretofore remained elusive. Now, out of common desires to establish a dynamic
and reality-based economic model, this idea is an answer to market fragmentation and new distribution modes. Bringing this idea
to fruition was not easy, and the negotiations were long and arduous. I personally negotiated the most sensitive issues for creators.
After thirty-seven revisions approved by both organizations, a Letter of Intent was signed by SODRAC and SOCAN on March 7,
2018. The provisions of the Final Agreement were then unanimously approved by SODRAC’s and SOCAN’s Boards of Directors
before being confirmed by SODRAC’s members during a Special Meeting held on June 12, 2018.
I wish to express my gratitude to SODRAC’s Board members as well as its personnel and executives for their support and trust.
From now on, public performance rights and reproduction rights exist under the same roof in Canada. Combining the management
of those rights is an ambitious challenge and a first in our part of the world. All rightsholders will benefit from this unprecedented
union thanks to the simplification of works declaration and reduction of overhead costs.
Long live SODRAC! And long live the new entity it will form with SOCAN.
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MES SAG E FROM THE GE NE RAL MANAGE R

2017 was a much better year than the previous one. Collections improved thanks to retroactive payments that came to
fruition in 2017.
As our president has mentioned in her message, a lot of time was devoted to the negotiation and completion of the
transaction between SODRAC and SOCAN to unify the reproduction rights and public performance rights for the benefit of
both our members and music users. Therefore, since July 1, 2018, it is SOCAN’s responsibility to manage the administration
of reproduction rights in Canada.
Rest assured that every effort was made to ensure the utmost transparency of this transaction while also making sure
there would be no impact on the collections and distributions paid to our members and affiliate societies.

Alain Lauzon

SODRAC General Manager

Since this will be SODRAC’s last annual report, I wish to thank some of the people who, over its 33 years of existence, have
contributed to maintain and grow this collective reproduction rights management society:
•

•

•
•

All of the Board’s directors, especially Diane Juster and Lise Aubut, as well as François Cousineau, who were founding
members, and Jehan Valiquet, the only publisher to ever preside SODRAC. Some among them will serve on the Board
until its dissolution;
SACEM’s Managing General Directors during that period, namely Jean Loup Tournier, Bernard Miyet, and Jean Noël
Tronc, as well as SACEM’s representatives on SODRAC’s Board, Jacques Dupont, Eddy Marnay, Catherine Kerr-Vignale,
Max Amphoux, and Gérard Davoust;
SODRAC Directors Guylaine Théroux, Lisette Bradette, Serge Provençal, and, more recently, Joël Martin and Martin
Lavallée;
My predecessors as general manager, who were pioneers by holding this position in a vastly masculine universe,
Zénaide Lussier and Claudette Fortier.

I would also like to thank every SODRAC employee as well as our thousands of members in both the music and visual arts
and crafts fields for trusting us and making SODRAC a unique collective management society in North America.
Thank you!
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S OD RAC
Thanks to its unique skills in collective management of reproduction rights in North
America, SODRAC, as a Canadian collective management company, aims to make its
repertoire of works available to all its current and potential clients, and to facilitate its use
across all broadcasting platforms in order to equitably reward the work of its members,
authors, composers, publishers and creators in visual arts and crafts.

The Society for Reproduction Rights of Authors, Composers and Publishers in
Canada (SODRAC) was co-founded in 1985 by the Société professionnelle des
auteurs et des compositeurs du Québec (SPACQ), the Société pour l’administration
du droit de reproduction mécanique (SDRM Canada), a subsidiary of the Société
des Auteurs, Compositeurs et Éditeurs de musique (SACEM), and the Performing
Rights Organization of Canada Ltd. (PROCAN). In 2003, SODRAC modified its legal
structure and became a member-owned non-profit organization.
To that end, SODRAC exercises management society powers as set out in the
Copyright Act (R.S.C. (1985), c. C-42, s. 70 and following). In this regard, SODRAC
enters into specific or general licences with users. If it cannot reach an agreement
with certain categories of users, SODRAC submits proposed tariffs to the Copyright
Board of Canada with a view to obtaining approval of the royalties payable by these
users, as well as determining the terms and conditions that must be complied with
when using works in its repertoire.
To support the achievement of its goals, SODRAC created CMRRA/SODRAC Inc.
(CSI), a joint venture with the Toronto based Canadian Musical Reproduction Rights
Agency. CSI grants licences to commercial radio stations, satellite radio services,
pay audio services and online music services under which they are authorized to
reproduce musical works in its repertoire.

SODRAC by department
Alain Lauzon, General Manager
Martin Lavallée, Director, Licensing and Legal Affairs
Joël Martin, Director, IT and Operations
Sophie Givernaud, Manager, Licensing
Gilles Lessard, Manager, Visual Arts and Crafts
Chantal Beaudoin, Manager, Member Services
Lise Carle, Manager, Royalty Collection and Distribution
Isabelle Boudreault, Accounting
Éric Trudel, Manager, Communications

SODRAC’s Board of Directors, left to right:
Jehan Valiquet, Vice-Chair – Publisher,
Nelson Minville, Administrator – Author,
Lise Aubut, Chair – Author,
Laurent Guardo, Administrator – Composer,
François Cousineau, Administrator – Composer,
Frédéric Weber, Treasurer- Composer,
Diane Juster, Vice-Chair – Composer / SPACQ Representative,
Rafael Pérez, Administrator – Publisher,
Marc André J Fortier, Administrator – Author, Visual Arts & Crafts,
Jean-François Denis, Administrator – Publisher,
Gérard Davoust, Administrator – Publisher/ SACEM Representative,
Nicole Beausoleil, Secretary – Publisher.
Photo © SODRAC
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OVERVIEW OF INTE RV E NTIONS
SODRAC’s mandate goes beyond the collective management of the rights of its members.
The organization multiplies its interventions with the public authorities in order to defend
the rights of all the creators and to ensure the perenniality of the cultural industry.

SODRAC is a founding member of the Coalition for Culture and Media, which brings
together dozens of organizations representing hundreds of thousands of people
across Canada to restore equity and effective regulatory support measures, as well
as the continuity of government interventions in support of national culture and
media.

SODRAC participated in a consultation launched as part of the Québec Digital
Agenda led by the Ministry of Economy, Science and Innovation (MESI). The brief
presented fed the resulting Government Objective (Objectif numérique), and helped
to demonstrate that Québec is in tune with the world’s technological and industrial
evolution, and wants to be an active part of it.

Our efforts to promote the resale right in visual arts and crafts continued this year.
Among other actions, on the occasion of the International Council of Creators of
Graphic Arts, Plastics and Photographic Arts (CIAGP) held in New York in October,
SODRAC proposed and passed a resolution for CISAC to send a letter to the Minister
of Canadian Heritage, Mélanie Joly, and the Minister of Innovation, Science and
Economic Development, Navdeep Bains, to encourage the Canadian government to
consider adopting the resale right and to support the international campaign for its
recognition.

In addition to the many cases before the Copyright Board of Canada, SODRAC has
stepped up its interventions at the federal level this year as the government has
shown a willingness to finally modernize the Copyright Act, the Telecommunications
Act and the Broadcasting Act, as well as the institutions that administer them.
SODRAC participated as a leading actor in the consultation on Board reform options
jointly launched by the Ministries of Innovation, Science and Economic Development
Canada and Canadian Heritage.
We responded to the call for comments on the Future Programming Distribution
Models launched by the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications
Commission (CRTC).
SODRAC is active in the Five-Year Review of the Enforcement of the Copyright Act,
led by the Standing Committee on Industry, Science and Technology (INDU), as well
as the study on remuneration for artists and creators in the context of copyright
under the auspices of the Standing Committee on Canadian Heritage (CHPC).

The Canadian Private Copying Collective (CPCC), of which SODRAC is a member,
proposed to the government a compensation fund as a transitional measure pending
the reform of the Copyright Act to compensate the loss of royalties for reproductions
on digital audio devices that are not currently included in the private copying regime.
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MU S IC L ICE NSING
Through its tariffs, arbitration and negotiated agreements, SODRAC collects royalties on behalf
of its members and redistributes them to the rights holders it represents. It thus authorizes any
reproduction of the works of its members on any type of audio, audiovisual, visual or digital media.
In doing so, SODRAC defends the common interests of members and promotes copyright in
Canada.

Approval of tariffs
In 2017, SODRAC participated in the following tariff and file procedures at the
Copyright board (The “Board”) or is awaiting decisions on the rates set out below:
Commercial radio: Decision of the Board on April 21, 2016 for the period 2012-2013.
Each of the parties to this decision, CMRRA-SODRAC inc. (“CSI”), Connect, SOPROQ
and the Canadian Association of Broadcasters filed applications for judicial review
of the decision with the Federal Court of Appeal, while SODRAC, through CSI, filed
a new tariff for the year 2018, in March 2017.
In August 2017, the parties agreed to consolidate the certified tariffs and the
proposed rates into a single certified commercial radio reproduction tariff for the
period 2012 to 2017, as well as an additional radio reproduction tariff for 2018. This
agreement has removed the appeal to the Federal Court of Appeal and provides
certainty and predictability to royalty payments already payable and payable by
commercial radio stations to SODRAC from 2012 to 2018.
Non-commercial radio: On March 31, 2017, proposed tariff for the year 2018 (filed by
CMRRA-SODRAC Inc. - CSI). SODRAC continues to collect regularly from community
radio stations under its tariff 3.b.
Online movies and music services : Decision of the Board on August 26, 2017 for
the years 2011 to 2013 (filed by CMRRA-SODRAC Inc. - CSI). The Board has set fees
payable to CSI for permanent and limited downloads as well as non-interactive,
semi-interactive, interactive and hybrid webcasts of sound tracks. Royalties are
also payable to SODRAC for permanent downloads of music videos. A rate proposal
for online music (filed by CMRRA-SODRAC Inc. - CSI) and music video (filed by
SODRAC) was filed on March 31, 2017 for the year 2018.
Film distributors (Tariff No. 5 for musical works incorporated into cinematographic
works for private or indoor use): On March 31, 2017, a rate was proposed by SODRAC
for the year 2018. We are awaiting for the approval of Tariff No. 5 for the period
2009-2016.

Online movies services (SODRAC Tariff No. 7 on musical works incorporated into
audiovisual works for transmission by a service): On March 31, 2016, a tariff was
proposed by SODRAC for the year 2017. The inquiry process between the parties
began in December 2017 for this tariff for the period 2015 to 2018.
Commercial television stations (SODRAC Tariff No. 8 for musical works incorporated
into audiovisual works for broadcast by a commercial television station): On March
31, 2017, a rate was proposed by SODRAC for the year 2018.

A Consultation on options for reform to the Copyright
Board of Canada
On August 9, 2017, after several consultations, research and other initiatives, the
Department of Innovation, Science and Economic Development, the Department
of Canadian Heritage and the Board jointly launched a consultation on potential
changes to the legislative and regulatory framework of the powers and procedures
of the Board, as well as rate-setting regimes.
On September 29, 2017, SODRAC filed a brief expressing its recommendations on this
subject with the Department of Innovation, Science and Economic Development. We
are actively pursuing our discussions with the two above-mentioned departments
on copyright, the law that defines it and the institutions that administer it to adapt
the law to the new digital reality.

Preparing for the Parliamentary Review of the
Copyright Act
In October 2017, SODRAC, as part of a coalition of Canadian music professional
organizations and music rights organizations representing a cross-section of the
Canadian music industry, submitted a brief to Canadian Heritage - Section of the
Copyright and International Trade Policy on copyright review recommendations
from the music industry.
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MU S IC L ICE NSING - CONTINUE D

SRC/CBC - SODRAC Arbitration 2008-2012; 2012-2018
In September 2017, SODRAC returned to the Copyright Board of Canada, as ordered
by the Supreme Court of Canada in November 2015, to re-examine the reproduction
rights in broadcasting payable by the national network for the period 2008-2012.
During this hearing, SODRAC was able to discuss its license for reproduction of
incidental copies for the period 2012-2018. The decision is now under consideration.

New agreements (digital and physical)
In 2017, SODRAC concluded the following agreements for the reproduction of
musical works forming part of its repertoire:

With some 80 works used 270 times in 2017, the show La Voix (TVA / Productions
Déferlantes) remains a must in synchronization for canadian songwriters and publishers.
Photo © OSA Images

Synchronization service
SODRAC continues to offer, on a non-exclusive basis and with the explicit approval
of its members, a synchronization service for its repertoire.
In 2017, SODRAC has issued more than 2,000 synchronization licenses from
independent producers, in addition to licensing all internal productions of SRC/CBC
and TVA.
SODRAC has also entered into general agreements with Attraction Images
Productions, La Voix Télévision Inc., Production GFP and ADISQ for six variety
shows for which our members voluntarily agreed to a fixed fee schedule for
synchronization. These agreements are in addition to the many agreements of the
same type already signed in previous years.

- Renewal of agreement with the online lyrics service Evangeline on
    October 19, 2017;
- Online Music agreement with Amazon on November 14, 2017;
- Renewal of the framework license with ADISQ for the year 2018 on
    December 19, 2017;
- Agreement with Spotify online music service for audiovisual content on
    December 23, 2017;
- Agreements covering background music in various businesses with
    the following suppliers:
    Couture Media Inc .;
    Jukenet;
    Playdio Inc.
    These licensees are added to the 21 other background music licensees active on
December 31, 2017.

Phonogram
SODRAC continues to issue phonogram reproduction licenses on behalf of its
members. In 2017, we issued licenses for such great successes as La science du
cœur by Pierre Lapointe, La route by 2 Frères, Blossom by Milky Chance and Turn up
the quiet by Diana Krall.
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VISUA L ARTS AND CRAF TS

2017 in overview
2017 ends with collections of approximately $ 584,855 from Canadian users, nearly
40% higher than the $ 425,654 collected in 2016. These figures highlight an important
fact about our collections: they can vary significantly from one year to the next if
major exhibitions or other projects involving our repertoire are launched in Canada.
In 2017, several major exhibitions generated royalties, for a multitude of uses of works
for promotional purposes especially. Notable amongst these are “Chagall: Color
and Music”, presented at the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts, “Picasso in Canada”
and “Picasso: Man and Beast” at the Winnipeg Art Gallery, “Hergé à Québec” at the
Musée de la civilisation, in Quebec, and “Mitchell/Riopelle : Nothing in Moderation”
at the Musée national des beaux-arts du Québec. The works of Marc Chagall, Pablo
Picasso, Robert Kayaert (author of photos of Hergé) and Jean-Paul Riopelle are
among the approximately 40,000 artists represented by SODRAC across Canada.
The year is also special because of the sums allocated, notably to Quebec museums,
as part of the Plan culturel numérique du Québec by the province’s Ministère de
la Culture et des Communications (MCC). Indeed, through various measures and
significant investments over a period of seven years, MCC wants to support the
cultural community in an approach intended to enable it to benefit from the
advantages of the digital realm while ensuring a visibility of the works and content.
Several museums have thus been able to clear rights for the use of works from
their collections on their sites, in Quebec and Canadian databases, or on platforms
such as “ÉducArt” through which the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts publishes
thematic content based on its collections for various audiences. The licenses issued
by SODRAC to allow the use of works in this context are thus added to the many
other authorizations issued each year to a range of Canadian users. These licenses
represent royalties of $ 511,599, while $ 73,256 comes from reprography royalties
collected from Copibec and Access Copyright.

Parliamentary review of the Copyright Act
In Canada, November 7, 2017 marked the five-year anniversary of the coming into
force of the Copyright Modernization Act. In December, the Canadian government
officially launched the statutory parliamentary review of the Act, a five-year process
to which it is now subject. Through this review, the government wants to ensure
that Canada’s Copyright Act effectively supports creativity and innovation, that
creators have the opportunity to obtain fair value for their work, and that they are
in a position to succeed in a competitive market. Hearings for this parliamentary
review began in May 2018 and SODRAC is actively involved.

It is important to review the Copyright Act so that it remains an effective tool
for ensuring fair remuneration for creators of artistic works. In addition to the
introduction of the resale right, other new sources of royalties are desirable : the
harmonization of the scope of the exhibition right, which is currently limited to
works created after June 7, 1988, the date of its adoption; the introduction of a
digital private copying system that benefits visual artists whose works are widely
photographed and disseminated, often without the possibility of remuneration in
return; the extension of the term of protection of works from 50 to 70 years after the
year of the creator’s death; the definition of the scope of the fair dealing exception
for educational purposes, with a view to preserving creators’ compensation for the
use of their works.
On a daily basis, SODRAC effectively manages the collective rights of its members
and those of all of its sister organizations. By promoting the adoption of the resale
right and new legislative measures, SODRAC also plans to improve the remuneration
of its members for the use of their works.

Advocacy
Digital technology multiplies the possibilities of reproducing and disseminating
artistic works. The omnipresence of images in our everyday environment and the
ease with which we can copy them tend to make people forget that works are
protected by copyright and that their use generally requires prior authorization, as
well as a royalty payment.
Each year, SODRAC handles a variety of copyright infringement cases relating
to the works of its members. Some examples of the use of works without prior
authorization: the online sale of a series of articles bearing the image of works; the
reproduction of a work for promotional purposes in association with a product; the
creation of a sculpture identical to an original work; the reproduction of a photo of
an architectural work on the cover of a CD; the reproduction in a specialized digital
publication of a photograph found elsewhere online, etc.
Much remains to be done to ensure that copyright is widely understood, but
through its action - for example, by intervening as a result of unauthorized uses or
by issuing authorizations that specify the framework for the use of works - SODRAC
contributes to a better understanding of copyright while ensuring that artists and
rights holders it represents receive a fair remuneration for the uses of their works.
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VISUA L ARTS AND CRAF TS - CONTINUE D

The resale right
The resale right, which came into being in France almost 100 years ago, allows
creators of artistic works to receive a small percentage of the amount of the
transaction when their works are resold. More than 80 countries (including all those
of the European Union) have already adopted this right, but not Canada. There is
still a lot of work to be done to ensure that the resale right is universally recognized,
especially by the leaders of the art market that are now the United States and China.
Universal recognition of the resale right is an objective that makes perfect sense
considering that in order for a creator to benefit from a resale of is work abroad, the
right must also exist in the creator’s own country. In short, even though the Berne
Convention, of which Canada is a signatory, provides that the creators of artistic
works have the inalienable right to benefit from the resale operations of their works,
it does not, however, make the adoption of the resale right mandatory.

Cultural journalist Amobé Mévégué, artists Romuald Hazoumé (Benin), Julio Carrasco Bretón
(Mexico), Mattiusi Iyaituk (Nunavik, Quebec, Canada) and Richard Wentworth (United
Kingdom), and president of the International Council of Authors of the Graphic and Plastic
Arts and of Photographers (CIAGP) Hervé di Rosa, at the International Conference on the
Resale Right, April 28, 2017 in Geneva.
Photo © Eilon Paz

In 2017, SODRAC took part in the joint campaign for universal adoption of the resale
right by organizations dedicated to the protection of rights and the promotion of the
interests of creators such as the International Confederation of Authors’ Societies
and Composers (CISAC). On the occasion of the International Conference on
Resale Right held on April 28 at the headquarters of the World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO) in Geneva, Switzerland, SODRAC accompanied Mr. Mattiusi
Iyaituk, an internationally known artist from Nunavik who, along with other artists
from all over the world, testified to the importance of a universal resale right to the
well-being of creators. This conference was a success mainly because it allowed
the creators themselves to demonstrate the direct impact of the resale right, thus
paving the way for new WIPO actions to promote universal adoption of this right.
SODRAC will continue to advocate for the adoption of the resale right in Canada,
in conjunction with other artists’ organizations. Remuneration of the resale right
would allow Canadian creators to receive their fair share of the wealth generated
by their works, whether resold for example by art galleries or auction houses based
in Canada or in countries where the resale right is in force.
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OPERAT I ONS AND ROYALT Y DISTRIBUTION
In 2017, we continued our management enhancement process, notably by improving task
automation, match capacity and payment processing.

Operations and Information Technologies

Visual Arts & Crafts

Several projects and dossiers were tackled in 2017:

We implemented efficient mechanisms for the negotiation, issuance and
management of licences in order to increase our operational efficiency and the
related revenues to establish SODRAC as a leader in visual arts and crafts in Canada.

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

After Spotify and Google Play, we began invoicing and distributing Apple Music
during the second semester;
Another major milestone in 2017 was the revamping of SODRAC’s web site to
make it compatible with the various supports and platforms and up-to-date
with current presentation and web ergonomics trends;
Preparation of the case against the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC/
SRC), both the negotiation and September’s audience before the Copyright
Board, and, in the wake of the settlement that was concluded, completing
the distribution for the synchronization rights of the CBC/SRC’s internal
productions from 2009 to 2011;
We collaborated with SOCAN to gain access to their audiovisual distribution
data in order to be able to distribute the incidentals collected by SODRAC for
those broadcasters more rapidly and efficiently;
Improvement of the licence review process;
Improvement of the royalty electronic statements production process;
Implementation of the distribution process for YouTube royalties;
Speeding up the works declaration process in the Works Information Database,
CISAC’s international music database;
Development of the invoicing and distribution system for DVDs (Tariff 5).

Synchronization Licences
We have carried on with the software development and interface optimization
for the efficient management of the negotiation and emission of synchronization
licences for audio-visual products (film, TV, ads, etc.). These actions have allowed
SODRAC to remain a leader in the clearance of this type of right.

Distributions
In 2017, SODRAC distributed $9,669,564 to its members and affiliated societies
(compared to $7,363,328 in 2016):
•
•
•
•

$4,604,184, or 47.5% of that total, was distributed to our music author and
composer members (compared to $3,108,744 in 2016).
$213,232, or 2.2% of that total, was distributed to our visual arts & crafts members
(compared to $169,317 in 2016).
$3,102,037, or 32.1% of that total, was distributed to our music publisher
members (compared to $2,908,971 in 2016).
$1,750,111, or 18.1% of that total, was distributed to our affiliate societies, more
specifically $1,513,387 for music and $236,725 for visual arts & crafts (compared
to $1,676,296 in 2016, or $1,475,606 in music and $200,689 in visual arts & crafts).

The royalties collected for transactional licences are generally distributed during the
distribution period following their collection. Royalties collected for general licences
are distributed once a year once we have received the distribution information.
For the past few years, we’ve compiled statistics on the sums distributed according
the collection we’ve received. On average, 58% of the collected monies are
distributed during the same year. This percentage climbs to 79% for the following
year and 90% after two years. The remaining 10% relates to certain amounts that
are tied with cases that are presented to the Copyright Board of Canada or other
administrative courts since we cannot distribute those royalties until the case is
closed.
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FIN A N C IAL R E PORT

$12,143,707 were collected during fiscal year 2017, compared to $9,059,584 in 2016.
The main contributing factors to this increase were:
•
•

•
•

The 2017 decision by the Copyright Board of Canada regarding online music
services (downloads and on demand) which allowed us to collect retroactive
payments;
The settlement with the Canadian Association of Broadcasters following
the 2016 decision of the Copyright Board of Canada on commercial radio.
Even though the decision was not in our favour, we were still able to collect
retroactive sums from 2012–2016;
The important use of our visual arts & crafts repertoire;
Improved international collections for music.

Music

Private Copying
In Canada, private copying only applies to audio. The royalties are collected by
the Canadian Private Copying Collective (CPCC) which is composed of nine rights
management organizations, including SODRAC. In 2017, the collections for audio
private copying totalled $289,126, compared with $181,974 in 2016. We expect
private copying, which now only applies to blank CD supports, will soon fizzle out
in Canada, since the new Copyright Act that came in effect in 2012 did not extend
its scope to digital supports. Private copying keeps on eroding in Canada and this
can only be stopped by an amendment to the Copyright Act. The Copyright Board
of Canada has decided to extend this tariff until 2019.

1st TV and video integration

In 2017, national collections for music reached $9,463,435, compared to $7,110,108
in 2016.

In 2017, the collections for the 1st integration (synchronization) of works in television
productions and music videos increased by 19% for a total of $1,246,133, compared
to $1,044,356 in 2016.

With collections of $1,302,290 in 2017, compared to $1,806,785 the previous year,
physical phonographic rights decreased by 28% year over year, following drops of
15% and 16% in the previous years.

Visual Arts & Crafts

We collected $1,995,680, including retroactive sums pertaining to the reproduction
of works in the digital realm during the 2017 fiscal year, compared to $921,466 in
2016. These sums were mainly collected for downloads and on-demand music
(streaming). The 2017 collections for downloads totalled $1,260,404 ($737,580 in
2016) and the collections for on demand services totalled $733,439 ($180,536 in
2016).

General Agreements
In 2017, we collected $2,845,207 from our general agreements with broadcasters,
compared to $1,764,535 in 2016. This includes retroactive amounts up to 2012.
The radio sector includes commercial, non-commercial, satellite, corporate and
digital radios. In 2015, commercial radio experienced its most important fluctuation
thanks to the collection of retroactive sums. Television rights have increased
slightly, but we are still waiting for a Copyright Board of Canada decision in our case
with the CBC.

In 2017, we collected a total of $584,855 in Canada for the use of visual arts and
crafts works, namely $511,599 in distribution licences and $73,256 collective
reprography royalties. This represents a significant increase compared to the total
2016 collections of $425,654. This performance of the distribution licences is the
most important one ever recorded by SODRAC.

International
The total collections received from our affiliate societies in 2017 reached $2,095,417,
a 38% increased compared to the $1,523,822 collected the previous year. In the
music sector, our collections reached $2,029,458, compared to $1,448,513 in 2016.
In the visual arts and crafts sector, we collected $65,959, compared to $75,309 the
previous year.
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IN T ERN ATIONAL COLLECTIONS AND DISTRIBUT I O NS

MUSIC

VISUAL ARTS & CRAFTS

		

INTERNATIONAL TO SODRAC			

SODRAC TO INTERNATIONAL

		

- 2015 -

- 2016 -

- 2017 -

- 2015 -

- 2016 -

SACEM- FR
GEMA- GER
MCPS- UK		
SUISA- CH		
AEPI- GR		
STEMRA- NL
SABAM- BE
SIAE- ITL		
HFA INC- USA
JASRAC- JP
AMCOS- AUS
OSA- CZ		
SPA- PT		
SOZA- SK		
NCB- SCAND
AUME- AT		
SGAE- ES		
ACUM- IL		
STIM- SWE
ARTIJUS- HU
ZAIKS- PL		
SACM- MX		
SADAIC- AR
SAYCO- CO
SBACEM- BR
FILSCAP- PHL
SICAM- BR
UCMR-ADA- ROU
OTHERS		

1 104 510		
284 668		
39 034		
41 757		
0		
49 824		
45 514		
46 654		
11 280		
3 254		
13 203		
13 026		
21 768		
8 221		
16 636		
3 528		
4 071		
1 885		
1 457		
5 553		
2 153		
1 390		
s/o		
s/o		
s/o		
s/o		
s/o		
s/o		
714		

927 628		
131 538		
87 302		
46 378		
44 658		
32 477		
30 514		
22 265		
18 096		
17 731		
15 809		
13 230		
12 733		
9 665		
7 344		
6 852		
6 545		
6 406		
4 206		
2 749		
1 853		
1 472		
s/o		
s/o		
s/o		
s/o		
s/o		
s/o		
1 063		

1 419 557
104 288
84 590
49 452
0
28 871
59 180
76 235
59 073		
6 153
26 836		
11 506
8 353
2 038
58 650
4 357
3 979
2 533
3 131		
3 611
7 061
3 581
s/o
s/o
s/o
s/o
s/o
s/o
6 845		

759 309
187 115
s/o		
44 376
2 781
85 891
50 219
130 075
s/o		
s/o		
s/o		
217
3 047
480
96 589
17 185
39 484
1 222
s/o		
751
1 315
5 006
3 398
2 509
1 713
5 090
10 708
1 564
9 384

957 606		
166 288		
s/o		
15 956		
988		
52 130		
32 171		
78 035		
s/o		
s/o		
s/o		
1 259		
1 578		
0		
79 276		
6 726		
61 021		
947		
s/o		
886		
1 040		
7 787		
3 937		
2 650		
1 060		
802		
225		
0 		
3 238		

859 058
171 791
s/o
23 083
2 443
80 291
48 573
105 695
s/o
s/o
s/o
268
4 607
0
98 000
22 086
45 852
1 663
s/o
2 188
667
6 105
4 353
3 387
1 774
7 438
405
717
22 943

SUB-TOTAL

1 720 100

1 448 513		

2 029 880

1 459 445		

1 475 606

1 513 387

ADAGP- FR
VISDA- DK		
BILD-KUNST- GER
ARS- USA		
BONO- NO		
VISCOPY- AUS
DACS- UK		
SABAM- BE
PICTORIGHT- NL
PICASSO ADM.
CMAQ- Quebec
VEGAP- ES
VAGA- USA
SAIF- FR		
OTHERS		

103		
227		
1 729		
5 701		
1 025		
4 756		
616		
13 372		
2 138		
s/o		
s/o		
s/o		
s/o		
s/o		
0		

22 587		
17 900		
11 788		
10 607		
4 613		
3 957		
2 017		
0		
0		
s/o		
s/o		
s/o		
s/o		
s/o		
1 840		

27 093
9 420
463
3 834
1 162
3 889
1 833
440
15 950
s/o
s/o
150
s/o
s/o
1 304

43 624
196
20 491
32 387
189
21 858
3 124
745
986
11 845
14 706
6 052
11 132
1 043
4 672

51 748		
591		
23 310		
25 487		
258		
614		
2 664		
1 172		
1 223		
33 727		
26 899		
18 380		
9 052		
2 196		
3 370		

90 946
0
30 325
28 298
0
312
9 427
723
1 619
13 640
11 477
12 031
10 632
3 580
23 715

SUB-TOTAL

29 667

75 309		

65 538

173 050

200 689

236 725

1 676 296

1 750 112

TOTAL $CAD

1 749 767

1 523 822

2 095 417

1 632 495

- 2017 -
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ROYA LT IES COLLECTE D

NATIONAL		

- 2015 -

- 2016 -

-2017-

Phonograms 		

2 155 451

1 806 785

1 302 290

Radios			

2 651 669

1 764 535

General agreements - Television

INTERNATIONAL

- 2015 -

- 2016 -

-2017-

Phonograms 		

725 779

483 049

763 181

2 845 207

Radio / Television		

540 005

555 806

638 458

MUSIC		

MUSIC		

3 253 834

1 188 945

1 364 825

Video			

163 508

179 745

108 386

Video			

29 965

202 046

111 956

Private copying 		

245 562

180 788

346 275

Ministère de l’éducation

297 723

302 685

308 218

Ringtones			

50

3

89

Private copying 		

938 446

181 974

289 126

Downloads 		

45 246

49 125

173 069

1st integration		

1 163 194

1 044 356

1 246 133

Downloads 		

1 266 072

737 580

1 260 404

On demand / Streaming

0

180 536

733 439

Digital 			

10 368

3 351

1 837

SUB-TOTAL

11 468 999

7 110 108

SUB-TOTAL

1 720 100

1 448 513

2 029 458

22 916

26 979

VISUAL ARTS & CRAFTS
Private copying		

20 102

Reproduction		

9 565

52 393

38 980

SUB-TOTAL		

29 667

75 309

65 959

1 749 767

1 523 822

2 095 417

VISUAL ARTS & CRAFTS
Reproduction		

416 063

425 654

584 855

SUB-TOTAL		

416 063

425 654

584 855

11 885 062

7 535 762

TOTAL $CAD

TOTAL COLLECTIONS
$CAD 		

TOTAL $CAD

10 048 290

-2015-		-2016-		-201713 634 829

9 059 584

12 143 707
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2 0 1 7 FINANCIAL STATE ME NTS
IN D EPENDE NT AUDITOR ’S RE PORT

Independent Auditor's Report

To the Members of
SODRAC 2003 Inc.

SODRAC 2003 Inc.
Financial Statements
December 31, 2017

Raymond Chabot
Grant Thornton LLP
Suite 2000
National Bank Tower
600 De La Gauchetière Street West
Montréal, Quebec H3B 4L8
T 514-878-2691

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of SODRAC 2003 Inc.,
which comprise the statement of financial position as at December 31, 2017 and
the statements of revenues and expenses, changes in net assets and cash flows
for the year then ended, and a summary of significant accounting policies and other
explanatory information.
Management’s responsibility for the financial statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these
financial statements in accordance with Canadian accounting standards for
not-for-profit organizations and for such internal control as management
determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are
free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Independent Auditor's Report

2-3

Financial Statements
Revenues and Expenses

4

Changes in Net Assets

5

Cash Flows

6

Financial Position

7

Notes to Financial Statements

8 - 12

Auditor’s responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on
our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with Canadian generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we comply with ethical
requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the
amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected
depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material
misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making
those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the
entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to
design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the
purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal
control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting
policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial
statements.

Member of Grant Thornton International Ltd

rcgt.com
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2 0 1 7 FINANCIAL STATE ME NTS
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3
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for our audit opinion.

4

SODRAC 2003 Inc.
Revenues and Expenses

Year ended December 31, 2017

Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of SODRAC 2003 Inc. as at December 31, 2017 and the results
of its operations and its cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with
Canadian accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations.

Montréal
May 16, 2018

2017
$

Revenues
Commissions related to reproduction rights
Collection
Distribution and available for distribution
Net investment income (Note 3)
Other
Expenses
Salaries and employee benefits
Administration fees
Communication fees
Computer expenses
Rental expenses
Membership fees
Professional fees
Annual meeting
Amortization of tangible capital assets
Amortization of intangible assets
Excess (deficiency) of revenues over expenses before other revenues
Other revenues
Interest on retroactive collection
Excess (deficiency) of revenues over expenses

2016
$

12,143,707
10,579,291
1,564,416
591,958
31,890
2,188,264

9,059,584
7,741,565
1,318,019
636,404
25,755
1,980,178

1,367,646
232,079
14,069
8,054
187,286
29,742
124,350
17,193
16,369
161,933
2,158,721
29,543

1,402,619
210,968
25,707
9,524
179,631
45,464
39,265
2,775
21,753
159,779
2,097,485
(117,307)

122,088

33,018

151,631

(84,289)

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.

1

CPA auditor, CA public accountancy permit no. A110715
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6

SODRAC 2003 Inc.
Cash Flows

Year ended December 31, 2017

OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Excess (deficiency) of revenues over expenses
Non-cash items
Net change in fair value of investments
Amortization of tangible capital assets
Amortization of intangible assets
Perception rights
Net change in other assets and liabilities (Note 4)
Cash flows from operating activities
INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Interests in joint ventures
Marketable securities
Disposal of marketable securities
Tangible capital assets
Intangible assets
Net change in amounts receivable from a joint venture
Cash flows from investing activities
Net increase (decrease) in cash
Cash, beginning of year
Cash, end of year

2017
$

2016
$

151,631

(84,289)

(239,362)
16,369
161,933
(256,845)
(24,798)
(191,072)

(143,364)
21,753
159,779
(132,680)
(439,604)
(618,405)

(25)
(22,468,997)
22,584,232
(13,709)
(174,938)
(693)
(74,130)
(265,202)
1,431,477

(6,694,602)
7,645,330
(1,182)
(165,282)
495,978
1,280,242
661,837
769,640

1,166,275

1,431,477

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.
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SODRAC 2003 Inc.
Financial Position

8

SODRAC 2003 Inc.
Notes to Financial Statements

December 31, 2017

December 31, 2017

ASSETS
Cash
Marketable securities (Note 5)
Prepaid expenses
Interests in joint ventures, at equity (Note 6)
Other interest, at cost (Note 7)
Tangible capital assets (Note 8)
Intangible assets (Note 9)
Amounts receivable from a joint venture, without interest or repayment
terms
Perception rights

LIABILITIES
Reproduction rights payable
Reproduction rights collected in advance
Accounts payable and other operating liabilities (Note 10)
NET ASSETS
Invested in tangible capital assets and in intangible assets
Internally restricted for Reserve Fund
Internally restricted for Defense Fund
Negative unrestricted

2017
$
1,166,275
17,190,240
29,966
102
25
33,907
408,387

1,431,477
17,066,113
32,069
102

57,352
1,862,391

56,659
971,267

20,748,645

19,989,636

17,049,857
216,114
427,589
17,693,560

16,654,150
180,762
251,270
17,086,182

442,294
2,000,000
791,607
(178,816)
3,055,085
20,748,645

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.

2016
$

36,567
395,382

431,949
2,000,000
791,607
(320,102)
2,903,454
19,989,636

1 - GOVERNING STATUTES AND PURPOSES OF THE ORGANIZATION
The Organization was incorporated under the Canada Not-for-profit Corporation Act for the purposes
receiving and distributing reproduction rights. It is a not-for-profit organization under the Income Tax
Act.
2 - SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Basis of presentation
The Organization's financial statements are prepared in accordance with Canadian accounting
standards for not-for-profit organizations.
Interest in joint arrangements
The Organization has elected to recognize the interest in the joint arrangements using the equity
method.
Accounting estimates
The preparation of financial statements in accordance with Canadian generally accepted accounting
principles requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the amounts
recorded in the financial statements and notes to financial statements. These estimates are based
on management's best knowledge of current events and actions that the Organization may
undertake in the future. Actual results may differ from these estimates.
Financial assets and liabilities
Initial measurement
Upon initial measurement, the Organization's financial assets and liabilities are measured at fair
value, which, in the case of financial assets or financial liabilities that will be measured subsequently
at amortized cost, is increased or decreased by the amount of the related financing fees and
transaction costs. Transaction costs relating to financial assets and liabilities that will be measured
subsequently at fair value are recognized in revenues and expenses in the year they are incurred.

On behalf of the Board,

Subsequent measurement

Director

At each reporting date, the Organization measures its financial assets and liabilities at amortized
cost (including any impairment in the case of financial assets), except for mutual fund investments
which are measured at fair value and bond investments and deposit certificates which the
Organization has elected to measure at fair value by designating that fair value measurement shall
apply.

Director

With respect to financial assets measured at amortized cost, the Organization assesses whether
there are any indications of impairment. When there is an indication of impairment, and if the
Organization determines that during the year there was a significant adverse change in the
expected timing or amount of future cash flows from a financial asset, it will then recognize a
reduction as an impairment loss in revenues and expenses. The reversal of a previously recognized
impairment loss on a financial asset measured at amortized cost is recognized in revenues and
expenses in the year the reversal occurs.
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SODRAC 2003 Inc.
Notes to Financial Statements

10

SODRAC 2003 Inc.
Notes to Financial Statements

December 31, 2017

December 31, 2017

2 - SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (Continued)

3 - NET INVESTMENT INCOME

Revenue recognition
Reproduction rights
The Organization records commission revenue as reproduction rights are received.
Net investment income
Investment transactions are recorded on the transaction date and resulting revenues are recognized
using the accrual method of accounting.

Net change in fair value of investments
Realized gains
Unrealized gains
Amortization of premiums and discounts
Loss on exchange rates realized
Unrealized gain on exchange rates
Interest in net income of mutual funds and interest income
Dividend income

Net investment income corresponds to changes in fair value of investments.
With respect to investments measured at fair value, the Organization has elected to include in net
change in fair value of investments, interest income (including amortization of bond investment
premiums and discounts), dividend income, and the interest in net income of mutual funds.
Tangible capital assets and intangible assets subject to amortization
Amortization
Tangible capital assets and intangible assets subject to amortization are amortized over their
estimated useful lives according to the straight-line method over the following periods:
Furniture and fixtures
Computer equipment and application and operating system software

Periods
8 years
5 years

Foreign currency translation
The Company uses the temporal method to translate transactions denominated in a foreign
currency. Under this method, monetary assets and liabilities are translated at the exchange rate in
effect at the financial position date. Non-monetary assets and liabilities are translated at historical
exchange rates, with the exception of those recognized at fair value, which are translated at the
exchange rate in effect at the financial position date. Revenues and expenses are translated at the
average rate for the period, with the exception of the amortization of assets translated at the
historical exchange rates which is translated at the same exchange rates as the related assets. The
related exchange gains and losses are accounted for in the revenues and expenses for the year.
Exchange gains and losses on financial instruments subsequently measured at fair value are
included in changes in fair value of investments under Net investment income in revenues and
expenses statement.

344,223

2016
$

251,515
101,081

142,980
233,338
(26,244)
(100,117)
25,108
258,155
103,184

591,958

636,404

2017
$
2,103
(634,279)
395,707
35,352
176,319

2016
$
442
(34,644)
(411,372)
33,301
(27,331)

(24,798)

(439,604)

2017
$
2,216,545
2,471,439
11,725,493
776,763

2016
$
3,663,772
6,864,163
1,480,172
445,158
2,103,834

(22,065)
(82,796)

4 - INFORMATION INCLUDED IN CASH FLOWS
The net change in other assets and liabilities is detailed as follows:
Prepaid expenses
Perception rights
Reproduction rights payable
Reproduction rights collected by anticipation
Accounts payable and other operating liabilities

5 - MARKETABLE SECURITIES

Write-down
When the Organization recognizes that a tangible capital asset or intangible asset subject to
amortization no longer has any long-term service potential, the excess of net carrying amount of the
tangible capital asset or intangible asset subject to amortization over its residual value is recognized
as an expense in the statement of revenues and expenses.

2017
$

Bonds (a)
Deposit certificates
Monetary mutual funds
Bonds mutual funds
Quoted shares of Canadian companies
Quoted shares of foreign companies (US$1,657,490 in
December 31, 2016)

2,509,014
17,190,240

(a) Bonds investments are detailed as follows:
Provincial
Municipal
Companies

2017
%
26.3
20.4
53.3
100.0

17,066,113

2016
%
32.9
12.7
54.4
100.0
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SODRAC 2003 Inc.
Notes to Financial Statements

SODRAC 2003 Inc.
Notes to Financial Statements

December 31, 2017

December 31, 2017

6 - INTERESTS IN JOINT VENTURES

11 - FINANCIAL RISKS

The Organization has formed a joint venture with other companies, Canadian Private Copying
Collective, to establish, defend and collect the rights awarded by the Copyright Act under the private
copying section.

Market risk
Foreign exchange risk

Also, the Organization has formed a joint venture with another company, CMRRA – SODRAC Inc.
(CSI Inc.), to establish, defend and collect the reproduction rights awarded by the Copyright Act.

The Organization is exposed to foreign exchange risk due to cash denominated in U.S. dollars for
an amount of $2,414 as at December 31, 2017 ($2,585,926 for cash and marketable securities
denominated in U.S. dollars as at December 31, 2016).

7 - OTHER INTEREST

Interest rate risk
Bonds and deposit certificates bear interest at a fixed rate and the Organization is, therefore,
exposed to the risk of changes in fair value resulting from interest rate fluctuations.

The Organization also participates, with 26 other members, in the social capital of an international
organization representing the mechanical reproduction rights societies. This organization works to
represent and defend the interests of its member societies, particularly in copyright forums. The
Organization has no control, common control or significant influence on this international
organization.

Other price risk

8 - TANGIBLE CAPITAL ASSETS
Cost

Furniture and fixtures
Computer equipment
Telephone system

$
395,388
468,760
34,529
898,677

Accumulated
amortization

$
381,341
448,900
34,529
864,770

9 - INTANGIBLE ASSETS

2017

Net carrying
amount

2016

Net carrying
amount

$
14,047
19,860

$
14,241
22,326

33,907

36,567

2017

2016

Accumulated
amortization

Net carrying
amount

Net carrying
amount

3,487,261
77,070

3,079,616
76,328

407,645
742

392,124
3,258

3,564,331

3,155,944

408,387

395,382

2017
$
426,502
1,087

2016
$
240,250
11,020

427,589

251,270

Cost

Intangible assets subject to
amortization
Application software
Operating system software

Additionally, the mutual fund investments also indirectly expose the Organization to interest rate
risk.

$

$

10 - ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND OTHER OPERATING LIABILITIES
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Goods and services tax and Quebec sales tax payable

$

$

The Organization is exposed to other price risk due to investments in mutual fund investments
since changes in market prices could result in changes in fair value or cash flows of these
instruments.
Credit risk
The Organization is exposed to credit risk regarding the financial assets recognized in the
statement of financial position, other than investments in mutual funds. The Organization has
determined that the financial assets with more credit risk exposure are investments in companies
bonds, amounts receivable from a joint venture and perception rights since failure of any of these
parties to fulfil their obligations could result in significant financial losses for the Organization.
Liquidity risk
The Organization's liquidity risk represents the risk that the Organization could encounter difficulty in
meeting obligations associated with its financial liabilities. The Organization is, therefore, exposed to
liquidity risk with respect to all of the financial liabilities recognized in the statement of financial
position.
12 - COMMITMENTS
The Organization has entered into two long-term agreements expiring in April 2018 and June 2019,
which call for lease payments of $305,089 for the rental of office space and for communication
services. Minimum payments for the next years are $202,517 in 2018 and $102,572 in 2019. The
rental lease contains a renewal option for an additional period of five years which the Organization
may exercise by giving a six-month notice.

Government remittances total $34,439 as at December 31, 2017 ($45,493 as at December 31, 2016).
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